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1. Introduction
This course has a strong practice-driven nature. 
Students work on a practical problem on behalf of external partners, clients or 
platforms. 
In addition, it consists of a knowledge-driven component 
that includes problem specific theory, skills and methodologies. 
The core focus is on concept development and design

2. Assignment
Introduction:
Place branding is the process of image communication to a target market. It is 
invariably related to the notion that places compete with other places for people, 
resources, and business. One of the tenets of place branding posits that the struggle
for attention and preference is not limited to commercial goods and services; it 
applies equally to geo-political entities. Countries and regions compete for tourist 
income, and businesses. Proponents of place branding argue that this heightened 
competitive environment makes it important for places, no matter their size or 
composition, to clearly differentiate themselves and to convey why they are relevant 
and valued options.

Regional branding is one of several ways to promote rural regions and support 
development of socially, culturally and environmentally oriented economies in areas 
that are interesting due to their natural and cultural heritage. The group that is 
provided most of the support includes local business people, i.e. handicraftsmen, 
farmers, small and medium-sized enterprises, whose skills and proficiency help to 
spread the region’s renown, and, at the same time, identification with the region 
represents a great marketing opportunity for them.

Le Marche
One of the most beautiful regions of Italy. Le Marche is the best kept secret of Italy, 
and is a region that has everything you could wish for. From snow-capped mountains
to Blue Flag beaches and pristine rugged shorelines that hug the sapphire-blue 
Adriatic. Rolling hills dotted with medieval towns lie covered with vines and olive 
groves. There are well-preserved breathtaking cultural centers where time seems to 
have stopped, untouched natural parks with mountains, hilly areas with astounding 
panoramic views. The area cannot help but charm upon sight. And of course, 
delicious food and great wines. Le Marche excels in specialties from meats to truffles



and olive oil to DOC wines. “The best of Italy all wrapped up in one place.”

What you won’t find are the throngs of tourists that descend regularly on Tuscany, 
situated on the opposite coast. “Le Marche is one of those little pockets of the world 
that you want to both shout about to everyone you know and keep secret at the 
same time, so that it remains so perfectly unspoiled.”

Briefing:
Design a authentic, different, inspiring and relevant brand identity for the region Le 
Marche.
A shareable and consistent design, that provokes iteration by the user, 
including a logo, colorscheme, typography, photography/tone-of-image, form 
language, tone-of voice.

Develop a vision on the different levels of appearance/communication in relation to 
different target audiences: Tourism, local businesses, inhabitants, government etc..

Design a number of applications in order to bring the brand alive, such as:
Flags & banners, t-shirts, shopping bags, merchandise of choice, posters, a bus 
sticker, cover of a touristmap, folders, app/homepage, a visitors centre (in the centre 
of Urbino), businesscard, letterhead.. Think of how also to support or endorse the 
regions excellences such as local products / businesses with branded items such as:
wine labels, packages, cookbooks, hotel doorhangers… or how to co-brand with 
museums or events?

Choose the touchpoints that best suit your brand.
Conclude it all in a brand book (partly instructive but most of all inspirational).
Keep the continuity of your process documented on a blog/digital archive.

References
Book and PDF: Designing Brand identity. Alina Wheeler (i will give you a PDF of this)
… more to come

3. Planning & deliverables
The total process takes a semester and consists of four phases: see Excel for 
planning.

Phase 1: Define the problem: Orientation - Research - Strategy   ± 3 weeks 
Working in teams. 
Kick-off march 9. Strategy presentation in teams march 30.

Phase 2: Developing concept: Experimentation - Plan - Concept ± 7 weeks 
Individual concept, keep the teams for reflection and exchange, sharing peer-to-peer.
Concept/design presentation & individual assessment midterm may 11

Phase 3: Design identity: Design - Development - Implementation ± 6 weeks 
Individual design
May 25-28 workshop René Knip. Finalizing brand book



Phase 4: Production: Presentation - Archive - Communicate ± 2 weeks 
Preparing for final presentation. Exam june 29

4. Working methods.
College
Workshop (work in class)
1-on-1 (individual consulting)

5. Learning goals 
By the end of this course students will be able to:
Independently develop a visual brand identity for a big and complex entity. 
Combine their creativity with strategic thinking and exploring.
Organize their proces by working in phases.
Effectively present their work.
Demonstrate a clear understanding of the many aspects of designing a brand 
identity.
Recognize the importance of authentic, different, inspiring and relevant

6. Competences and criteria
Creative ability
• The student knows how to explore and develop his/her research and analytical 
skills, 
demonstrating the use of sketchbooks and prototypes, in a research-through-design 
approach.
• The student is able to develop an original idea and artistic vision into a profound 
concept for a design, and is able to realize this concept. 
• The student is able to develop a coherent brand identity, demonstrating his artistic 
vision (originality)
(Deepening and innovation)

Ability to reflect critically
• The student is able to examine, analyse, interpret, position and evaluate his/her 
own work and work process, and that of others.
• The student is able to critically comprehend the value of his proposals, highlighting 
their relevance to the market.
• The student can demonstrate an understanding of branding specific principles 
(brand definition, brand expression etc) in the realisation of innovative concepts and 
ideas.
• The student can reflect on his own actions and thinking and constructs an opinion, 
with supporting arguments.
(Pushing the boundaries of professional practice)

Ability to grow and change
• The student is able to further develop and deepen his/her own craftsmanship, 
personal interpretation of the professional situation, and creative talents. 
• The student recognizes potential and is able to choose a clear direction for his own 



development. 

Organisational ability
• The student is able to create and maintain an inspiring and functioning personal 
professional situation.
• The student is able to independently develop a project, set up a plan, create a 
schedule and to take control.

Communicative ability
• The student is able to acquire and interpret assignments, present and explain 
his/her work in an effective manner.
• The student is able to clearly present his project verbally and convince the listener 
of his opinion.

Context awareness
• The student is able to make connections between his/her own work and that of 
others, and between his/her work and the public.
• The student demonstrates a systemic vision. Systemic means that symptoms are 
always seen within the larger context of which they are part. Thus, not looking at 
isolated projects, but to the interactions they produce within an overall system.
(Market and social consciousness)

Collaborative ability
• The student is able, in the context of a collaborative effort, to actively participate in 
the realisation of a product or process.
• The student actively contributes his part in order to lift the group work to the next 
level.
(Constructive collaboration)

7. Grades
*Laude: 31
Ottimo: "Excellent" ± 30-27
Distinto: "Very Good" ± 27-24
Buono: "Good" ± 24-21
Sufficiente: "Sufficient" ± 21-18
-------- 18 points ---------
Insufficiente: "Fail" < 18

10 ( 31-30-29 )
The student has transcended his/her self and the assignment and has a distinctive 
and innovative design in which critically re-questioning the subject conceptually and 
visually is central. It is important to note that there still may be 'minor errors' .

9 ( 28-27-26 )
The student has transcended his/her self and the assignment and has a distinctive 
and innovative design in which critically re-questioning the subject either 
conceptually OR visually is central. It is important to note that there still may be 
'minor errors' .



8 ( 25-24-23 )
Both conceptually and visually student succeeds to make the assignment his/her 
own and to go beyond answering the question.

7 ( 22-21-20)
Either conceptually OR visually student succeeds to make the assignment his/her 
own and to go beyond answering the question.

6 ( 19-18-17 )
Student meets the criteria of the assignment stated.

5 ( 16-15-14 )
The student has invested enough time and has a finished design, but this is visually 
OR conceptually inadequate.

4 ( 13-12-11 )
The student has invested enough time and has a finished design, but this is both 
visually and conceptually inadequate.

3 ( 10-9-8 )
The student has NOT invested enough time, and presents only a start.

2 ( 7-6-5 )
Student participated but did not complete the assignment.

1 ( 4-3-2 )
Student did not participate.


